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Csr2 tempest 3 t2 guide

If you're done with forst plot missions (with Shax), you'll see an Elite license popping up and also The Tempest, a plot similar to the initial plot races but much harder to beat (and even more time-consuming) - but it will make you win great cars and prove that you're ready to climb to the top in CSR2. So, I was struggling first with The Tempest and Altay, so I
was working on a comprehensive strategy guide to help you guys if you're stuck (or to keep you from getting stuck like I've been a couple of times). Here are some general rules before you give yourself my walkthrough: you always need two cars for each level! You'll be a car to make the Elite license, but you're not allowed to use that same car for Tempest
races, so NEVER use your best Elite License car! Rapid acceleration matters! If you're stuck in a car for a level, you'll have to spend 200 gold to change that car and you always have races that require fast acceleration where some cars will simply fail (it happened to me). Don't run! Tempest is a really long-term thing, so take it easy and wait until you get
upgrade parts and fusion parts if you can't beat a race. Now let's move on to my step-by-step guide. Tempest 1 This is the first race against Altay and can be done without having to fully maximize a car. Mind that you should NOT use any of my recommended cars for the Elite license, so you can't use it for the Tempest Races!!! Just use any other car and
mount fusion parts to get the Elite license. Please keep in mind! Recommended cars (with only 2 exceptions) are able to overcome all three storm phases – I always show you alternatives but in the end it's probably easier if you go after the cars I recommend you  Tier 1 You can beat it with pretty much any car and by now you will most likely have some 1
star T1 cars from bronze or silver crates that you can upgrade and use. I used the Golf GTI from the store I initially bought to get the Elite license and then used the Abarth 500 1-Star for the Storm, but as I said... you can use any 1 star car here. Make sure you can beat 12,300 to get Angel's Civic 1.5 VTEC in the last Tier 2 race Here you should use the
Porsche 718 Boxter S for Tempest races. Either you got the 1-Star version from rare imports or otherwise, buy the one from the gold store (It's 800 gold if I remember it well). Don't be distracted by the fact that Porsche is not available for cash in the store and you think it will lack fusion parts... the T2 Boxter is strong enough to beat easily here and the best
option you can take. If you don't have the 1 Star or Gold, rather gold farm than using another car (it will be very useful in the tempest next) Make sure you can beat 10,999 to get Shana's Range Rover Evoque in the last Tier 3 race I highly recommend using the Mustang GT or BMW M4 M4 versions) if you have already obtained them from crates. If you don't
have any, you might think about focusing on the Prestige Cup rather than getting the shop version of the Mustang GT or M4, otherwise you'll need to upgrade them very close to the max and you'll need Phase 6 upgrades. Another reason I recommend the M4 is that there is a 0 star cash version in the store that you can easily undress for fusion parts and
Stage 6 upgrades and you'll need it in the later tempest stages. Make sure you can beat 10,014 to get Amelia's LB M4 Coupé in the last race - it will be very useful in Tempest 2! Level 4 If you have a version of the Nissan GT-R you are good at going here, especially since you will get some parts along the races - this is a great car because it has a very nice
acceleration. Alternatively, you can use any other rare T3 car you've gotten from the Prestige Cup and upgraded, as long as they have fast acceleration (cars like Jaguar aren't strong enough to beat acceleration races by 0-100 miles towards the end of the stage). Make sure you can beat 13,700 to get KJ's GT-R NISMO (R35) in the last race. Level 5 I
recommend using the Lamborghini Huracan (3 Stars), LB Huracan (5 stars from the Prestige Cup) or McLaren 570-VX (4 Stars) - they have great acceleration and will make you overcome the T5 Tempest 1-3 phases. Alternatively there are other cars with nice acceleration at T5 as well, so check out what you have here or wait for there to be a suitable one in
prestige cup available. Make sure you can beat 11,003 to get Larry's GTA Spano in the last race. Tempest 2 Mind that you should NOT use any of my recommended cars for the Elite license, so you can't use it for Tempest Races!!! Just use any other car and mount fusion parts to get the Elite license. Level 1 As I said, using the 1-star Golf GTI is the best
option here and I'd be surprised if I hadn't already got it, I've seen how 5 duplicates in recent months from Silver Crates  Make sure you can beat 12,037 to get Konduit's Golf GTI Mk1 in the last race. Level 2 If you followed my advice for the Porsche Boxter S you will be really happy by now because this car is perfect for this Tempest level and the only car
I can really recommend using. Make sure you can beat 10,214s to win Finn's Exige 360 Cup in the last race. Level 3 Here comes the only exception now and this is for you if you used the Ford Mustang GT for Tempest 1 – I really hope you won Amelia's LB M4 Coupé and this is the car you should trade to use it with Tempest 2. If you have used the BMW M4
(2 Stars) you do not need to work on Amelia's M4 and keep it and update/merge it further. Make sure you can 9,132s to win Silvia (S15) of Kiyiya. Level 4 If you used a Nissan GT-R in Tempest 1 you're good to go, otherwise hopefully you won KJ KJ GT-R (it wasn't really that hard) and you should trade it. Any rare version of a GT-R is the car to go here
because it's ridiculously powerful with the crazy acceleration it has and can get you through this stormy phase. Make sure you can beat 13,125s on the half mile to win Ashleigh's ZL1 camaro in the last race. Level 5 Here you should use tempest 1 cars Be sure to beat 10,800 to get dana's 911 GT3 RS, it's a beautiful and powerful car! Tempest 3 Mind that
you should NOT use any of my recommended cars for the Elite License, so you can't use it for Tempest Races!!! Just use any other car and mount fusion parts to get the Elite license. Level 1 Everyone has to use the Miata Mazda MX-5 here, so all you have to do is update it and merge it: the good part is that you'll win fusion parts and Phase 6 updates in the
trials. You'll have to beat 12,209s to get Sneak's Focus TrackSTer at the end, so it may take some time to proceed, especially since there are no cars you can buy in cash and strips... This part here probably took me longer to complete. Tier 2 The Porsche Boxter S (rare import 1-Star version or even the Gold from store version) is able to beat the final time of
10,104s to get summer's 4C Launch Edition, the only thing is that maybe you have to wait for some fusion parts. Level 3 If you use Amelia's 2-star M4 or M4 LB, you have a big advantage and this you can buy an M4 (0 Stars) in the store for cash and undress over and over again to get the fusion parts and Stage 6 upgrades required – in fact, you also have to
do it to beat the boss's time of 9,150 to get Petah's Motorsport Camaro label. Level 4 I spend so much time on that level and after all I think the only reasonable way to beat it is to change cars between races. It costs 200 gold and for late-speed trap races you should switch in a fast-accelerating car like one of the LB, Nissan GT-R or Rocket Bunny cars that
have been featured so far in the Prestige Cup. For the other races, they don't perform so well simply because they won't perform so great at the full distance of 1/2 mile, there you should use other 4- or 5-star cars that you've had in prestige cup before. Please refer to this page here with all the best moments to see that most cars can beat the best time of
12,452 in the final race for Donna's F50 when she is at her best and work on those you need to maximize one of them. Tier 5 Most 4- and 5-Star cars are able to beat the final time of 9,072s per Sixth Element of Harkness when it's at its peak, but I recommend sticking to my initial recommendation to Huracan / Hurancan from rare imports or the McLaren 570-
VX. The reason is that they both have cars in the store that you can get for 1 million cash (which isn't that much at this point in the game) and crawl for upgrade parts. That's all for now, we'll do it if there is a Storm 4 anytime in the future,  4 is a bitch! It is the last (the levels do not go in order, it goes: T1, T3, T2, T5 and T4). 1.Info for each race: all score for
tempest3 and car to choose/tune 2.Another Storm 3 Tier 1-5 Guide: Tempest 3 Tier 1-5 Guides - CSR Racing 2 3.Tip from pp on tempest3 T4 ... Continue reading Value info For TEMPEST 3 updated on February 10, 2020 If you're looking for the times to beat in CSR2 to succeed in regulation, ladder, elite or tempest races, you're in the right place. Without a
doubt, the most complete compilation of all requirements in CSR2. I need your help If you notice changes in the timing to beat or the order of the races, write me a short message so that I can always provide you with the latest information. Times to beat in T1 - racesYe take a closer look at the times to beat in T1, you can easily see that there are several T1-
class cars that can beat those times. Especially the VW Golf, but also the Ford Fiesta ST are the favorites. To face all the challenges in T1 you need four cars. Three for elite licenses and one to win crew and tempest races. Why is that? Why can't you drive all the races with one car? Simply because the cars you used to get Elite licenses are banned from
Tempest races. I used Ford Fiestas just to drive all the T1 class challenges. Because? The Ford Fiesta is the cheapest car you can buy in CSR2, just $28,500. You can maximize the Fiesta relatively quickly by purchasing and stripping other identical cars from the dealership. If you're lucky enough to own a 1-star Fiesta, maximize it. This applies to all cars in
CSR2. Stars mean you can mount multiple fusion parts, and the car is faster than its starless counterpart. Find more cars and TunesTime to beat in T2: the racesThe best T2 CarsI I can highly recommend the Porsche Boxster 718 for the Tempest Races, this car master all the challenges without any problems. For speedtraps you have to work a little bit on
fine-tuing, but everything else is a breeze. For Tempest 3 Speedtraps it needs to be maximized quite a bit. The elite T2-class licenses I learned with the Ferrari 250 GTO, Ford Focus RS and Hyundai Ark Performance Veloster are also a breeze. Unfortunately, I don't remember the order :(. My elite licensed carsSo I think I used the Focus for Elite 1, the
Hyundai for Elite 2 and the Ferrari for Elite 3. It's obvious, right? The Tempest Porsche 718 Boxster S has completely reached its peakFor Porsche to do this time you have to choose a completely unusual configuration. Restore engine updates to factory settings, phase 5 transmission, and will make the 8,507 on the 1/4 milePorsche 718 Boxster S Tuning
&amp; Shift PatternTimes to beat in T3 - the racesThe best T3 Cars My choice for Tempest races was a 0-star BMW M4, stars, I bought for $200,000 from the drug dealer. If you own a 2-star BMW M4, use this car. The M4 is the perfect choice because you can upgrade it relatively quickly with little money. Just buy and undress more M4 and you will have
maximized your Tempest car in a few weeks.2 Bmw M4 stars totally to the maximum My elite T3CarStage 6FusionsNOSTransTiresTimeAmelia LB M4 Coupe38 / 42 - Turbo, Missing tires, transmission and engine50 / 84353 / 5.52.7325 / 759.210Audi RS 5 Coupe36 / 42 - Only NOS S643 / 59312 / 6.03.61100 / 09.594BMW M4 Coupe39 / 42 Suction, NOS,
Missing Transmission47/59262 / 3.54.560 / 1009.466 Elite T3 licenses I learned with another BMW M4, an Audi RS5 Coupé and, since I had no idea at the time, Amelias LB BMW M4 Time to beat in T4 – the racesThe best T4 CarsFor Tempest 3 T4 I used the BMW M5 Competition. A march without the slightest problem. I admit that my M5 was
completely maximized and therefore I had no doubt to win Donna's Ferrari. The BMW is the perfect combination of acceleration and top speed. I just had to change the tussing for the 230MPH and 250MPH, otherwise I left it as if the car was fully built. To conclude, the M5 is the car you should use to master Tempest 3 in T4. M5 Competition Tuning and Shift
PatternMore T4 Cars to beat DonnaNissan GTR Nismo N Attack Package Nissan Rocket Bunny Fairlady Z (Z33)Times to beat in T5 - The RacesThe best T5 CarsTempest 3 T5 is by no means a challenge. I used the Porsche GT2 RS. A march without the slightest problem. My Porsche wasn't even fully maximized, two parts of stage 6 and several mergers
were missing. The Porsche is not the perfect combination of acceleration and top speed. I had to change the set-up for the 0-100 challenges. To conclude, the Porsche GT2 RS is one of many cars you can use to master Tempest 3 in T5. More T5 Cars that should easily beat HarknessFerrari FXX K EvoLamborghini Huracàn CoupeEvantra MillecavalliYE I
should use Super Nitrous to beat the Boss Times? No, not at all. Don't do that. Super Nitrous is completely useless if you have taken enough time and built and maximized your car correctly. You can really save money, Super Nitrous costs up to $10.99 (iOS) depending on the car class, it may also not be worth the car you win with it  Of course, you don't
want to spend that much money. Money.
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